
Aboriginal culture  
  
Cody 
 
Transport  

They found lots of big horses 🐎  to ride 
on. Aboriginal people had to do lots of 
walking to place to place. The eight mile 
🛩  plane was one of Brisbane’s suburbs 
first two be settled. The indigenous groups 
would often travel in canoes and made it 
out of lots of brown bark and leaves. 

Clothes  

They made suits out of leaves and branches which helps them not get wet 
even a little bit. Men would often wear a riji and the girls would wear short 
skirts. Aboriginal people barely wore clothes they usually body  painted.   
 
Art  

 The Aboriginal people  painted on 
rocks and made it cool stories. The 
Aboriginal  people like to do dot 
painting. Aboriginal people liked to 
paint on rocks. They liked to paint 
on didgeridoos. They liked to paint 
sticks and make patterns on the 
sticks. Aboriginal art is one-off the 
oldest surviving art forms still 
practiced today.          

 



Shelter  

Most of Australia has a very hot climate people 
often slept out in the open. To Keep themselves 
very warm at night They would sleep very close to 
fires. Aboriginal housing mostly considers of the 
simple shelters from branches and then covered 
with leaves and sheets of bark. In the wet and cold 
conditions Aboriginal people would Close dome-
shaped shelters were made.Sometimes Aboriginal 
people made shelters out of  
rock. 

 FOOD 

When aboriginal people we’re pretty hungry they 
will find a tree and put their hands in it and eat a 
little grub and pick all types of berries. Aboriginal 
Australians have eaten native animals and plants for 
food. The Aboriginal people had a very healthy diet 
because they knew how to find Foods that were full of 
vitamins and minerals. The woman’s were the main food 
gatherers and They would go out and search for seeds, 
vegetables, fruits and Witchetty grubs. The aboriginal 
people threw boomerangs 🪃  at kangaroos for their 
food. 

Music  

They played major roles in traditional Aboriginal 
sicieties and is linked with a person’s ancestry 
and country (the animals, plants and physical 
features of  the landscape). It is traditionally 
connected with important events such as the 
bringing of the rain, healing, wounded enemies 
and the winnings of battles. A didgieridoo is a 
type of instrument 🎺 . The Australian aboriginals 
have had no written language and rely. 


